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Con Con Finishes

(Continued from page 2)

to the fact that the constitution
was not printed in the LOBO in
its entirety."
Jon Bowman, another delegate
and LOBO news editor, said he
was "upset the proportionate
representation system will not be
on the ballot.
McLaughlin disagreed with
Bowman saying, "I'd hate· to
railroad the proportionate
proposal through when we really
don't know what other schools
are doing."
Rakes, McLaughlin, and Lees
all said the new broadened im·
peac'hment proposal was good.

with other colleges and seeing
what they arer doing with their
constitutions so when the next
Con Con meets there will be a file
of rna terial for them to go
through.
The constitution, if approved
by two-thirds of the students
voting, will go into effect fall
semester of 1976.

"It was so vague in the old con·
stitution. The new system really
clarified the procedures," Rakes
said.
Wilson said the Con Con had
corrected some glaring errors in
the constitution and if the
proposed document is passed by
the students on the Nov. 12 ballot
"it will be more clearly defined."
He also said he hoped a Con
Con would meet every five years
to go over the document and keep
it up to date.
.
Rakes agreed ·but added it
would be a good idea to keep
some people working on the constitution year round, check!ng

Bernadette Chavez, ex-ASUNM Senator and
now attending Harvard Law School will be
recruiting on campus today in Mesa Vista Hall,
rm. 2142. Juniors and Seniors are welc<Jme.

Kiva Club meeting Wed., Oct. 22, 7 p.m. at
Native American Studies,
Albuquerque Coalition to Defeat Senate Bill 1
will meet Thurs., Oct, 23 upstairs in SUB at 7 p.m.
All interested In helping with the rally arc invited
to attend,

Smoke-In Fumes V.P.

Positions Open
Petitions for candidacy in the
Nov. 12 Associated Students of
UNI\1 (ASUNM) senate elections
are now available.
ASUNM members with a
grade point of at least 2.0 may
run for the office of Senate. This
election will.fill ten senate seats.
The petitions require · the
signatures of at least 75 ASUNM
members. An ASUNM member
is a student carrying 12 or more
hours, or a student carrying six
or more. hours who has paid his or
her ASUNM activity fee.
Petitions may be picked up at
the ASUNM office, room 242 of
the .Student Union Building.

Makers of-Hand Made Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Free Films
Wednesday Oct. 22
Featuring
Charlie Ch

<d
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R~tes: 15 eenh per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run fiv~ or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine ceo·
taper word per day, (no refunds if cancelled
before five insertions). Classified a~
vertisements must be paid in advance.

Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
87131,
Alb':'_iJl•erque,N.M.

1.

PERSONALS

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·
ds who care at Birthright 247-9819.
tfn
TAROT PALM I-CHING rendings, 3007 Central
NE, Room 8, Sec Bonnie 255·6642.
10/30
NOT PLANNING on flunking out of school but do·
lng it anyway? Call AGORA, 277-0013.
10/24
MARY -Next time try their salad. It's only 75c.
Nick. P.S. Who's this guy Hector?
10/22
ACTORS. Uyou have talent, the World to knowwe have the place •.• Call Toby 296-7555.
10/24
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEANNA, "Dig 19," Love
Kacee.
10/22
WANT TO RENT garage near campus !or ear
storage, 277-5287.
10/30
THANKS A LOT PAL-Don't ever leave me alone
In a bookstore again. Harriet.
10/22

2.

LOST & FOUND

4.

LEVI'S BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243-6954, tfn

FOR RENT

5.

l>HOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Custom black-and-white processing printing.
Fine-grain or pushprocessing of lilm. Contact
sheets or eustom proofs. High qua1ity enlargements, mounting, ct.:::. Advice, il asked. Call 265-2444
~orne to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, plen~ing. Near UNM. Call
265-2444 or Come to 1717 Girard Blvd N.E.
WILL TYPE PAPERS. Call Kim 265·3292.

~

~ ~

Wednesday

_
-··

Cover Girl
Rita Hayworth, Gene Kelly
Columbia; Directed by
Charles Vidor

Thursday

Les Biches
Directed by Claude Chabrol

Fri_day

NEW AND USED BALLOONS. Certified in·
struction & coordination of group purchases. For
information write P.O. Dox 25026, 87125.
10/27

Columbia Pictures
presents Robert Altman's

$50 EMPIRE Rex66 PE/X cartridge, never used
$30. BB1·46BB.
10/22

Images

ACCURATE HAND-DRAWN birth horoscope,
$4.00. Interpretations, $15. Unique birthday,
Christmas gift. Professional 1\strologcr, Bill
Nolan, 205 Dartmouth SE, 268-0247.
10/30

Starring Susannah York

Saturday

PEAVY CLASSIC AMP $150. New Gibson Grabber Bass $290. Rob, 821-0037.
10/22

11/4
'~

. .

(Fil

,. ·..

T4e Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Presents
An Extravaganza From the British Isles

SCOTLAND
ON PARADE

A representative of the
Southern Methodist University
School of Law, Dallas, Texas
will be on campus: 9:00 am to
12:00 noon, Thursday October
23, 1975, to talk to interested
students about admission
requirements and financial
assistance. For information
and to make appointments,
see Barbara Welsh, Career
Services Center , Mesa Vista
Hall · Room 2131

Saturday October 25 - 8:15 pm
Tickets $7.00, $6.50, $6.00, $5.00, $4.00
UNM Undergraduates with Activity Cards
1/2 PRICE
Telephone 277-3121

I

Scenes From
A Marriagem
Saturday 6:00 & 10:00
2:00

SUB Theatre
7 & 9 pm $1.00

'\

'.I

I

New Mexico

DAILY
Thursday, October 23, 1975

NECCIII ZIGZAG '75 closeout. Dottonholcs,
blindhems, embroiders. $39 or 10 payments of
$4.00, 262-0637.
11/14

SffiU SCHOOL OF LAW .

··-- •· -

J

REDUCED AIRFARE to LA for Thanksgiving,
Cnll242·2107.
1023

CLOSING Ol.IT Stereo Department. Stereo
Hi Fidelity equipment 40,50% off. All reasonable
oilers accepted. Quality Stereo, 3105 Central NE,
256·3505.
11/14

EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Manuscripts 1 thesis,
dissertations, SOc per page. 345-3288.
10/23

-·-~

TRAVEL

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ***

---

EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frnucnglass, Editorial Consultant. 344·8344.
10/27

----· -

7.

Continuous Showing
10 am· 3 pm
In the SUB Theatre
Sponsored by ASUNM &
Student Activites

EXCELLENT TRANSPORTATION 120 mpg.
1973 Uodaka 100B molorcycle. Extras. $225/ol•
for. 294-5419.
• 10/23

WANTED 15 to -24 month old infants to parti·
cipate in study of how babies Jearn. For more in·
(ormation call Dr. Harnick weekdays at the Psy·
chology Dept. UNM 277-4209.
10/27

~-:e~-

10/22

EARN UP TO $85 a week working part time. Car
is necessary, For more information call 265·1635
2-3:30 only,
10/22

WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central NE, 268·8455.
12/4

EXCELLENT CARE for your child in my home.
University area.842-B042.
10/22

-

graphics/~ecretarial/pro·

BICYCLES-Lowest prices and largest selection
of the finest European makes. Gitancs $115: Dcr·
tins $165. Extra large bicycles for men over 6'4".
Complete 10-spced adjustment $10. R.C. Hallett's
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE.
843·9278.
tfn

WEDDING INVITATION & Photography at low
cost. Creative Services 299-7930.
10/23

·'.

GAL FRIDAY wanted
motion. 898·9011.

1974 MARANTZ POWER AMPLIFIER. ExCellent condilion. 60 watts per channel. $225.
10/22
268-1945 after five.

LIKE NEW SET Britannica Encyclopedias, $100.
243-5447 home, 277·2409 office. 955 Buena Vista
SE, Apt L211.
10/24

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dec. 6. Pre·
pare ndw, call Professional Educalors of New
Mexico, Inc, 255-4050.
11/14

nr.UE SNOW NEEDS lt>ad vocalist. We have gigs
waiting. New 299·9066 or Gary 296·5827.
10/22

somebody's breaking the law on they would do it where it would
campus, we have to be concerned have an effect-like in front of
about it."
City Hall," he said. "Having it on
The vice president said, to his the Mall will only ·bring heat to
knowledge, there has never been this campus. And I don't mean
a smoke-in at UNM.
heat from the police, but just
''I'm sure there have been pressure in general."
students walking around campus
A member of the UNM chapter
before who've been smoking," he of the National Organization for
said. "But that's a different thing the Reform of Marijuana Laws
than trying to !flake a political (NORML) said his organization
statement out of it.
has taken no part in planning the
"If people want to make smoke·in.
political hay out of the marijuana
issue, they. could have chosen a
He said, however, that he perbetter target than us," he said.
sonally has called some UNM law
Tom Hogg, assistant to the students to have them on hand
dean of students, urged students Friday in the event a smoker is
not to take part in the advertised arrested. He added that he had
smoke-in. '
heard rumors at least a pound
"You would think that if and a half of marijuana would be
wanted to have one, inhaled at the.~rioke-in,

LO ·-

RENAULT DAUPHINE. Good condition, 25 mpg.
Reliable transportation, nice personality. 256·1283
10/22

FOUND: 2 month old female kitten, white
w/gray. 200 block Stanford. 266·4564,
10/27

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME JO_B graduate students only, Af·
ternoon & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 yean old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please, Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE. 5516 Mcnaul NE. 10/23

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring eenter.
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus Cyclcry, 1031
~~ !'_!~_S:.:E:.:·:o25:.:6..:·9.::;19:.:0;_,_ _ _ _ _ __:<::::In

AM/FM 8-lracY recorder with all the goodies,
$9,86 per month, 256-3505.
11/14

LOST: Large white Samoyd·Malamutc cross from
409 Va~sar SE on 10/14. Reward lor return.
Please cnll292·0444.
10/30

6.

20 PORTABLE TV's $30-$60. 441 Wyoming NE.
255·59B7.
10/23

FOUND: MECHANICAL PENCIL, Milcholl Hall,
Rm 110. Call256·3479 after 7:00pm.
10/27

FREE GENTLE SHEPARD cross female pup in
need of good home. Tom 292·0423.
10/30

TWO UNIFORMS, new 1:;i~e 8·10. Go-cart, $25.
298-7065.
10/30

FORSALE

SENSIBLE TRANSPORTATION gets 200 mpg.
Quiet, European motorbicyclcs $385. First 15
buyers US ort, 256-7285.
1027

LOST: Gold wire rim glasses. Ortega Hall, 26610/30
5122.

10-SPEED ALUM ALLOY frame Centrepull
brakes, excellent, make offer, 243·9747 883-1020
'
•
10/23

YALE & CENTRAL SE. Student preferred, One·
bdrm deluxe, $160, Two·bdrm $200. 268-0525.
10/30

LOST: Ring setting with square turquoise stone
in center. Ann, 255-1936.
10/27

3.

GREAT DEAL/20" color TV for less 'than most
used B&W's/good condition/ keep 'calling
.266-3B33.
10/30

PROFESSION AI, TYPIS'l', IBM selectric. Guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298-7147.
10/24

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

number a small leaflets have
1a!Jpeare'd on campus in the past
days saying a "marijuana
nsnJOk,e·ln" will be held Friday on
Mall.
The leaflets, posted on several
buildings, do not list
names of sponsoring in·
or organizations. They
however, that the smoke·
· held to push for
[de:crimiiJali:zaiGion of marijuana. It
supposedly set for "high noon"
Friday.
Harold Lavender,· UNM vice
Jpnlsident of student affairs, said
has been unable to track down
individuals responsible for
!posting the leaflets.
"I'm not sure what we will do if
take this action," said
"Obviously,
if

Group to Study B&AS Proposal

•I'

I

.-

Departments Erode
Classroom Space

By Paul Vitt
Instructional space on campus is diminishing as general class space
is being whittled away by departmental take-over.
This is one of the recent findings of the Committee on University
Planning. COUP was commissioned two years ago by the UNM
Regents to formulate long range planning for the University.
lise Gay, assistant dean of the division of continuing education and
community services, said, "COUP should put a end to hip-pocket
their medical and legal coun- decision making."
terparts," Rehder said, "As in
Gay was a member of the Committee of Campus Maintenance and
medicine and law, undergraduate Development which looked into the problems of class space.
"There is a critical shortage of class space at certain times of day,"
work in the spicific disciplines is
not required or even a preferred said Gay. "What we need is flexible space, rooms that can be made
prerequisite for the professional larger or smaller, plus movable seating,"
Gay, also the ·director of Community College, has been an ad·
MBA degree.''
Problems resulting in the need ministrator with the University for ten years, six of those she has
for a separate admissions been involved in the scheduling of class space.
"Community College classes are ail discussion groups, we need
process, the unnecessary delays
in correspondence, and the dif- flexible more intimate space," she said.
Gay said the University administration claims there is plenty of
ferent deadlines between the two
schools could be eliminated by a space available but it is not being utilized. "They feel the problem is
separate Graduate School of/ created by most teachers scheduling their classes for the popular
Business, the statement says.
times of day."
"The administration bases their statements on data collected by the
The establishment of an AnBoard
of Educational Finance (BEF)," said Gay, "and the data is
derson Graduate School of
Business and Administrative misleading .
"The data only takes into account occupancy when in use, nothing
Sciences, the statement concludes, that recognizes the about how many hours the room is empty. They also fit the classroom
nature and objectives of to the size of the class, that is, if the room has 50 seats is beside the
(Continued on page 3)
professional
graduate
management education, would
also "give us the organizational
flexibility necessary to admit our
students and offer our program
and degrees with maximum ef·
fectiveness and recognition."

School Requests Grad Program
By Judy Herrera
A proposal by the Anderson
chool of Business to sep- ·
'• arate its master's program from
•the UNM Graduate School has
. triggered the formation of an ad
hoc committee to study the
suggested move.
Called the Committee of
Graduate
Professional
Education, it was created by Paul
·H. Silverman, vice president for
research and graduate affairs,
and is also sponsored by the
: Faculty Policy Committee.
Robert R. Rehder, dean of the
Anderson School of Business and
. Administrative Sciences, cited
.professional recognition as one of
the benefits that would result
from an autonomous master's
his statement calling for the
Iesttablis!Jmcmt of the autonomous
he said "The presige
'!""'socaalced with a Graduate
FH:ho,ol of Business is substantial
greatly affects recruiting
Preferences and job opPortunities for our students as
as faculty research monies
and fellowships."
Graduate School Dean Ber~ard Spolsky, however, said this
IS a complicated issue. "I'm
ng with this in my mind.
I'm not quite clear on my own
. position yet.
• of v1ew,
,
· "From my pomt·
my
Work would be easier if this were
a graduate school of selected arts
and sciences," Spolsky said. "But
.
the University point of
VIew, we must work together.
concerned about the parts
'"u'""' in their own direction
Wltho11t some coordination."
Spolsky said it is hard to pin
~'"''" n the difference between
and professional
ooJs, and many of Rehder's
could apply to the
graduate units as well.
's what the Graduate Com1'01titee is for. We have to look at
wider relevance, not just
!busin(>ss,
"We're in a peculiar position

here," Spolsky said. "We don't
hire our own faculty, but we
work closely with all the depart·
ments. For simplicity, I'm sure
Rehder would like autonomy so
he could go straight to the Gover·
nor or the legislature without
having to go to other faculty
members. This is what we have
to see in the committee report."
Rehder's statement notes the
change is essential if goals of
regional leadership are to be
realized.
"Regardless of the quality of
the master's programs at UNM,
the Anderson School is not likely
to gain appropriate recognition
for its master's degree programs
and its degree recipients as long
as they are offered in the
graduate school," he said.
Rehder distinguishes between
professional graduate education
and the traditional arts and
sciences graduate programs.
"The professional MBA
programs are far more akin to

I

I

i

I

FPC to Help Davis
Circulate Faculty Poll

.

Robert Rehder

I

By Charles McElwee
The Faculty Policy Committee
(FPC) yesterday agreed to help
UNM President William Davis
prepare and circulate to the
faculty a poll designed to deter·
mine their r;riorities.
As a result of heated
discussion last week, the com·
mittee invited Davis to this
week's meeting to explain his
recent "no salary increase"
proposal.
Davis ·emphasized that he
made the proposal in the total
context of soliciting faculty input
on the ranking of priorities
within the instructional budget.
"Faculty members often say
they're not consulted on major
University policies," said Davis,
"and this was a good opportunity
to give input."
He said that after all the
opinions are in and considered, it
may be decided not to change the
current priorities of budget
allocation.
~PC member Keith Auger, a

professor in the College of
Education, said he thought
Davis' comments about faculty
salaries have had a devastating
effect on faculty morale.
He said, "I think it was not a
well-thought-out way to start a
dialogue. A dialogue is going on,
but not in a healthy way."
Journalism professor Tony
Hillerman pointed out that much
of the furor over Davis' speech
was due to simple misunderstanding.
"Most of the reaction," said
Hillerman, "came from people
who heard it from somebody's
sister's uncle who heard it down·
town from someone who knew a
faculty member."
Professor Shlomo Katni of the
engineering department cited a
recent report from the American
Association of University
Professors, which he said shows
that UNM faculty salaries are
very low.
Davis acknowledged that fact
(Continued on page 3)
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OlDTOWN

By Colleen Curran
A couple of unidentified people
strolled into the study lounge in
DeVargas Hall Sunday and
proceeded to dismantle a turtle
aquarium set up in the lounge.
The turtles were left in the
lounge, while the thieves took off
WILDERNESS EXCURSIONS
with the aquarium.
& BICYCLE TOURING
f~,
There was a threat on the life
,~Outfitters for Backpacking-,..Hiking-ClimbingofUNM's newly-crowned
homecoming queen last Sunday.
BJcycl ing -Sales--Service-Rentals-Clinics
A disk jockey at radio station
256-9190
KMYR received a call from an
since 1967'
1031 San Mateo S.E. unknown male who said, "By this
time tomorrow, Queen DuffeyIngrassia will not be alive." The
threat · was reported to the
Albuquerque Police Department.
All four wheel covers were
removed from a pickup parked
by the SUB Saturday, and two
wheel covers were taken from a
car in the north Roma parking lot
three days Ia ter.
There were two cases of indecent exposure reported last
week, one outside of the
Psychology
Building, and
$650.80
another outside a window of SanTotal Separate
ta Ana Dorm. The exposure at
Price
the dorm was reported to have
lasted for ten minutes. Apparently, the victims watched
The key to this remarkable claim rests
the "flasher". until he left, and
then called the police.
in our choice of the unusual!
There was an attempted
burglary of an air hockey
machine in the SUB last week.
The would-be thieves were foiled
by a met&! cage around the

..

TRAIL HAUS

fOR PUR~ ~ONIC ~NJOYM~N
OU CAN18~ArJHI~ ~n
FOR

$499

BOSE 5·01
SPEAKERS

"Useful bass response to about 30
hz extreme clarity couple with low
ol~tortion and direct reflected
sound $250 per· pair"
srereo & HI·FI limos
Summor Fall 73
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money box on the machine,
There was a theft of $918 from
the SUB manager's office. Campus Police arrested the alledged
thief, a UNM. employee, for
grand larceny.
Other thefts around the campus last week included $172, 79
Athletic I.D. cards, and 79
Spouse Athletic I.D.·cards stolen
from the Campus Photo Service;
a purse stolen from a handbag
left unattended on the Carlisle
Gym playing floor; a wallet taken
from a pair of slacks left on the
Johnson Gym floor while the

FPC to Help -With Davis' Poll
,

Turtles' Are Left High and D

Makers of-Hand Made Indian Jewelry
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Campus Police News
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'tinucd from page 1)

ad reasserted . the need tci
examine salary scnedules.
"Including the fact we rank
owner was playing
low and need to raise
j~~~t~~::;; in order to be com. three chairs stolen
with other institutions, I
elevator lobby in the numarliti~tr
ask is this the most pressing
Building; and a calculator
and certainly there's
from the tap drawer of a desk
locked room in the Medical i
to say yes,"
ce Building, a key
being used to gain entrance
pr<)fe~;sm Noel Pugach
the room.
hr•otlighted four reasons why he
There were two more
Davis' proposal has
threats last week, one
stirred
such
controversy.
Alvarado Dorm, which 1
"It
caused
resentment because
evacuated and searched, and
it
seemed
to
place the faculty on
second at Mitchell Hall,
· the defensive," said Pugach.
was also searched. No
· "May be it was the wrong forum,
were discovered.
. wrong place and the wrong
for you to express this the
you did."
replied, ''I'm surprised
asking for an opinion would
the faculty on the defensive.''
· Pugach's other points were
Campus Police attributed
that the faculty has made all the
thefts to the lack of "'"'"n'v
sacrifices
it can, even to _the exUNM employees who fail to
,
tent
of
paying
travel expenses to
their offices whenever
.,
•
.,,~"" professional conventions;
leave, even if it's only for a
there is resentment when
minutes. People should
professors are hired at
leave keys or other ne1·sonil
salaries than long-time
property lying around,·
members receive; and
Raymond said.
years
the faculty has felt
fi"""- - . -- ~~-- ·---~ .
administration has not done
job of "selling the
LJ~ ®£11\?1
to the state and its

The Governor's Organized Crime
Commission and the
Albuquerque Police Department
together conducted a storefront
operation or "fence" to trace
stolen goods for approximately
five months.
During that time, an individual
stole several pieces of office
equipment from various
buildings around the UNM campus, and attempted to sell the
equipment at the storefront. The
thief was caught by undercover
police agents working at the fence. The stolen equipment was
valued at $3100.
Inspector Bob Raymond of the .

-

imeg·i·n•·tlon \im-.aj-~'ni-sh:;m\ n 1 : tbe act or power of
forming a mental image of something oot present to the senses or
never before wholly perceived in rca.hty 2 •: creative abiluy b
: ability to confront and dc:aJ with a problem : RESOt:RCEFULNESS
3 • : a creation of the mind; np : an idealized or poetic creation
b: fanciful or empt)' a.s.swnption 4: popular or traditional bdicf
or conccplion
•Yn IMAOJNAnoN. FANCY. FANTASY .shared fnC'Oning ~/enunt : lbe

power to form mental images of things not before one

Ganard
Record changer
with Base. Dust Cover
& Pickering Cartridge

David Anetin will meet Jntormally wllb
ts on Thursday, 3130 p.m., HumaniUcs

Theatre.

Tho UNM Folksong Club me<•ts every·Thur•~l

Mandatory'Eluc Key mtg, Friday, Oct.
p.m. ln 23l·A SUB, Info from Nat.'J Qflitt
discussed.

Women: Come run in the Intramural
Country mc(!t, Friday, Oct. 24, 5 p.m. M"l:otiliJ
Pro Shap of the UNM North Golf Course.

~:

~

"General class space has eroded away, old or undesirable rooms are
still being assigned that no teachers want to teach in," said Gay.
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Incredible

On Raps

Rap sessions with UNM's
C~•-rl;;;;is;;;;le;;;;C;;;;ym•.========~ . president probably will not
r
jr·esume until next semester, said
New Mexico
new President William Davis last
week.
DAILY LOBO
Ex-President Ferrel Heady inVol. 79
No. 38
stituted the rap sessions during a
Box 20, University P.O.,
period of campus unrest in the
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
late 1960's in order to give
Editorial Phone (505) 27l-I'J!students better access to the
4102, 277-4202
president.
Davis said he hopes to
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is
ultimately
re-establish ] the
Monday through Friday every
•
ollhc l!nivorsityyoarand
sessiOns, perhaps as ear y as
II eXt semester.

He said demands on his time

While he is getting USed to the
new J'ob are SO great that he iS
Tfle opinions expressed on the editori3:
Unable to schedule rap sessions
pages of The Daily Lobo are those of tb
this semester.
author solely, Unsigned opinion i!'l t~at oiiU :
"B
editorial board of The Daily Lobo~
ut/' he said, "I have been
printed in The Dolly LL·o~~b.:o0 r;i~;;•:;;~';ll meeting with large numbers of
~:~~cso~nts the views oft. he u
students and others on an in ..

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ d~hlu~b~~.andl'm~ying~
make myself available."
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Albuquerque Coalition to Defeat Senate Bill 1

Presents For Your Listening & Foot Stompip_' Pleasure

From Dallas
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THE EXORCIST IN 51fMJNUT£s·'; :· .•
At That Speed, The 403 Pages Come Across
With More Impact Than The Movie.

Brush up on Ballroom dance skills.

******Pepino's On Central. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,. . .

I

BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN READ

Ballroom dance Club meeting Frldny 7 p.m.rml'l

!!!

I

by Wendell T.Hunt

Noe/Pugach

said he was seeking
opmrons on subjects such as
travel expenses and· higher
salaries for new professors to aid
him in making administrative
. decisions.
He said he is by no means un-

Second class postage poid at Albuquorqt!.
Now Mckioo
87181, SubmipHon rate ;
$10.00
for the academic: year.

3011 Monte Vista NE

I

point, what matters is if the class size is ten people and nine show up ;:
the day they survey, the room shows up in the data as 90 per cent oc- :;:
cupied," said Gay.
~
"Another distortion is the fact that the BEF only gathers in- 10
formation on credit classes. Nothing is reflected to show the use of ~
buildings for Community College, testing sessions or outside groups," 2
Gay said.
·
t1
"Mitchell Hall is not empty at night, but according to the BEFit is.
~"Many of the reasons for the growing shortage are so subtle that it -;:
is left to the people involved in scheduling to worry about."
o
"For example," said-Gay, "the philosophy of the administration is ~
that all classrooms are considered general scheduling, but some have 0
been taken over by departments. 'l'he College of Education was g.
originally all University schedule, however the entire second floor o
0"
. and one room on the first floor have been taken over for departmental 10

Davis Waits

.summt'r session by the Bo:ard of
Publications ?f the University of New Melir.:l.
and is not Rnandally associated with UNM.

Near UNM

I

(Continued from page 1)
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somcplttc~ upstairs in the SU.B.
wefk
discussion ol Clearwater Benefit Conr~rl
traditional style banjo workshop.

FM

Classroom Space

• • •

Storefront Ploy Recovers
Equipment Stolen from U.

1030 amplifier

255·1694

willing to fight to carry a
favorable picture of the University to the state legislature.
"I am best prepared to face the
legislature," he said, "after we
have done an internal analysis
and know what we expect of ourselves. I need to know how you
feel."
After talking to Davis for an
hour, the FPC moved to other
business that consisted of asking
Admissions and Records Dean
Robert Weaver to write new
language which could be implemented in the faculty handbook to merge the Entrance and
Credits Committee with the
Registration Committee.

will.meet Thurs., Oct. 23 upstairs In SUB at 7 p.m.
Alllnlerested In helping with the rally are invited
to attend .
. Symphony or Life presents two 10-weck l'lnsses
In basie technlqli€!.!1, principles and methods o!
Meditation everyTucg,, 4·5 p.m. and every Wed.,
4 5 p.m., ll:onors Center Rm, 134, Open lo new
students throughout semester. tor further inro:
B9B·9120.M·F .10 n.m .. ap.m.
Benefit dinner on Thurs., Oct. 23 at 11 n.m,·6

p.m. ill lnternationnl Center. Menu includes
Navajo tacos and Chili stews. Proceeds go to NnU.
Indian Educttlion Association CorwenUon.

,. . . . .~*************** 4310 Central SE ************. . . . .~. . . . . . . . ,~l .~ ,~r.?,.:~.;d3!g~ ~ ~ ~;f{~.~ ~ ;~ ~;~!i~ ~ ~ ~i
Studies,

You can do Jt. too. So far. over 550,000 other people
have done it. People who have different jobs, different JQs,
different Interests, different educations _have completed the
course. our graduates are people from all walks of life. These
people have all taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood,
a prominent educator. Practically all of them at least tripled
their reading speed with equal or better comprehension.
Most have Increased It even more.
Think for a moment what that means, All of them - even
the slowest - now read an average novel in less than two
hours. They read an entire Issue of TlrTJe or Newsweek In 35
minutes. They don't skip or skim. They read every ':"ord. They
use no machines. Instead, they Jet the matenal they're
reading determine how fast they read. And mark this v.:ell:
they actually understand more, remember more, and enJOY
more than when they read slowly. That's right! They understand more. They remember more. They enjoy more. You

can do the same thing - the place to learn more about It Is
at a free speed reading lesson.
This Is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint
Chiefs of Staff take. The staff of President Nixon completed
this course In June 1970, The same one Senators and
Congressmen have taken.
Come to a Mini-Lesson and find out. It Is free to you and
you will leave with a better understanding of why It works.
One thing that might bother you about your reading speed
Is that someone might find out how slow It is. The instructors
at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Free Speed Reading
lesson will Jet you keep your secret. It's true we practice the
first step to Improved reading at a Mini-Lesson and we wlll Increase your reading speed on the spot but the results will
remain your secret. Plan to attend a free Mini-lesson and
Jearn that it Is possible to read 3-4-5 times faster, with comparable comprehension.
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------SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS------,
You'll increase your reading speed
50 to 100% on the spot!

TODAY LAST DAY
6:00 or 8:00p.m., Room 231-E
Student Union Building
University of New Mexico ·
Telephon~

j

I
I

266-7322 • Student Tuition Plan Available

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
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cannot agree with your optlmls1lc congratulations editorial of
nor,tro·ven>y. But when has the
roleofthepressbeencom-

0

.....<>
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Editor's Note: Frank Chavez is a UNM student and newsman
local radio station. He was recently subpoenaed and orderedt
.testify by the court in connection with a grand jury lmrestig<1tio~
He was ordered to reveal his sources or face imprisonment.

~
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.. The fact of the matter is, the
many, if not most ofthe
oner.taltors during the crowning of
Homecoming queen was
dis~tusting. I'm not the type of perwho gets too excited over
like Homecoming, but what I
on Saturday suggested
me a rather disturbing picture of
mentality of the students at
~,enavuJr of

By Frank X. Chavez

~

! .'

closer contact, this rather humble
view must become a part of our
psyche, if we are to live at peace
with each other. "Tolerance" was
once a catch word in the civil rights
movement. But I say "acceptance"
is what is necessary. That means in
particwlar, the acceptance of P.M.
Duffey-Ingrassia as a member of
our society, and therefore of her
right to be the duly elected
Homecoming queen. The behavior
of the UNM students on Saturday
was what I would have expected in
only the most repressive parts of
this country. It was hardly
something over which the University press should espouse pride. I
consider it particularly ironic that
the preamble to the Constitution
and exerpts from the Declaration of
Independence were read in the
early part of the ceremony.
I realize, that among those
students for whom Homecoming is
a cherished part of the University
experience, there may have been
some resentment over the transforming of the traditional event into a forum for gay liberation

Joe Castillano has been found in contempt of court and Toney
o:l
awaits the removal of Castilla no from his position as an aide to the
p..
jury investigating the state penitentiary. Two major theories about
ters' rights of confidentiality and self incrimination were opened to
courts. The contempt charge was based on information Castillano
In a world that has become as
tedly leaked to the press about a grand jury investigation.
as ours has, there is no room
absolutism concerning morals.
The defeat of reporters' rights was not Castillano's fault. I was
pelled to testify against my will about information which I felt
Yfllate1ver our individual preferen~
privileged. I destroyed one basic journalistic ethic before I realized
may be, they are nothing more
a representation of how we
rights I did have. I had discussed privileged information obtained from ,
Castilla no with conflicting parties, namely the State Attorney General ,
raised and what experiences
the prosecuting attorneys in the contempt hearing. After realizing I
encountered. From the point of
of the universe, we are
destroy my reputation as a reporter and the reputation of the nn>adtcasttn;i
company for which I work, I obtained legal assistance. I was advised
ilhthir1amore than a local oddity of
State's shield law, and the New Mexico and United States' Constitutiior1j
. As people are brought into
protect my right not to take the stand and testify about what I1IH "'"'""''''
the record.
Mr. Anaya and the prosecuting attorneys deny that Anaya ass,iis tediJ
the investigation of the contempt charge, as Mr. Castillano charged.
Anaya will deny the charge that he is using the courts, yet he is
when he says, "Did I tell the prosecuting attorneys your name?" Or
Editor:
day's Homecoming football game sensitive, ignorant fools who booed he says, "Was that my secretary who provided the courts with typ13WI!J
In the three and a half years that and the crowning of Duffey- her. If you people felt so strongly ten statements from Castillano that I picked up from your station?"
The Federal government is the best bet for a BA student said
I have been connected with this Ingrassia as Homecoming queen. against her winning, why didn't you comments are not unsubstantiated. The prosecuting attorneys also
j\USIGmo Pino, Civil Service Commission Area Manager, whose office
university, first as a student and My anger and shame is not with vote for someone else to prevent it
Anaya's involvement. Yet when asked where they got the tapes, they
to get more University students employed in the government.
now as an employee, I have never Duffey; she ran a hard and honest from happening?
mitted
(on
tape)
that
perhaps
it
was
in
a
conversation
with
Anaya
However,
representatives from the state government, Mountain
been ashamed' of my tie with this campaign and she won fairly. My
When I first heard Duffey had they received information about me, When the subpoena was ,0 "'"""•'i
and the Public Service Company said that other factors (attitude
campus. All that changed at Satur- disgust lies with the insecure, in- won, I was actually fooled into
was issued to one "Freddy Chavez:' My name is Frank. The only
experience) count as much as a degree for the prospective em·
,,r_.•v'""·
thinking that this community was involved in the case who called me Freddy was Mr. Anaya. When
open minded enough to elect the fronted with this information, the prosecutors admitted they received . ·. Pino said that "the government is the thing now for BA's. The
candidate who had worked the har- formation about my broadcast and off the record information from
is good and getting better, the opportunities are there and we
Editor:
_
dr:st to win. I sho~ld hav.e be;n
You, Mr. Castilla no, will not appeal the contempt charge, yet there
. less bureaucratic than big business and getting less so."
·· -A
1 f
~ "f
~·" 1 1 1 • ·
h.
,b
" WISe enough to cred1t the Win to 10. . ..
There are positions which require a BA at administrative levels,
".
coupe o recent ea~ures ?11 oca te ev1s1on news ave een ·difference on the part of the grounds for an appeal.
Mr.
Anaya,
did
in
fact
present
damaging
information
about~(
·
specialists can get a job almost as easily. ''We can place you or you
And
you,
only. one of several "':'ays m whtch Albuq~erqueans .and oth.er. N.ew student population and to
I
still
believe
the
State's
shield
law
and
the
New
Mexico
and
place
yourself if the job is available," he said.
testimony.
Mex•.cans are be~om1ng aware of a question a.s senous as 1t IS 1m- organization on the part of the Gay
U.S.
Constitutions
protect
my
right
to
silence.
Conduct
your
imles·tigattiol
Employment
in the government is not in the shape business is in,
poss1ble to av01d: What should New Mextco law be on ex- community. Duffey should be
and
forget
the
damage
done
to
every
reporter's
rights
in
the
state
Pino.
"As
government
grows, we need more people with BAs to
perimenting with live human fetuses at the UNM Medical School pleased with her victory simply
Mexico. Your Honor, I rest my case.
administrative work. We hire three administrators for each
and elsewhere?
because as a woman of possibly
speciallist.
We have over 80 administrative occupations."
G
For my part, I think the law should contintJe to allow such ex- 110 pounds, she has managed to
DOONESBURY
bv
arrv
li
U\,1""1
• one folder he gives out said "employment opportunities
perimenting, because from it can result improved health care for in~imidate some 10,000 males on
limited" while other folders said that there were over 180
both children and adults,
th1s campus.
rile HONOR's ALL
~psitim1s
to be filled in New Mexico between now and January.
11/Nff, JIMMY/ IT'S
But this is not to say that anything goes! Certainly not after
J\n,oth,er
folder
recorded over 92 openings in the Southwest.
Al«<AYs A Pt#ISURE
recently discovered practices in other states or countries such as
I have a great deal of respect for
One folder that Pino showed called for the filling of over 100
'BYe, MR. 771 M/3/JT 7Hl3 510//X
f<!HAT
dropping a still-living aborted infant into a tissue-grinder to be Duffey. She has worked hard for
FORI), IT CITY 13/..KS CW8
in New Mexico for guidance and counseling education
IS
IT,
"homogenized," or dissecting such an infant without anesthesia, this university and for its women in
after January.
f<IA9/W 'BOY OF 7HG MR.
BOB?
particular. With two terms in the
HONCR..
YaiR.';' PR5SIor packing in ice an infant still moving and trying to breathe!
Student
Senate
and
battle
scars
So I urge all of us New Mexicans to consider supporting a law
"
am?
from a number of political and perthat would do in our state what California did two years ago
sonal issues, she has done many
without a single contrary vote from either house of its legislature: things that have benefited even
Prohibit not all experimenting with live fetuses, but rather that kind members of the heterosexual comof experimenting in which the infant would be expressly hurt or munity.
killed in the process.
C1l
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Government Positions
est Chance for BA's

Anger And Shame At Booing

,..

Congratulations Editorial As Pat On. Student's Back
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Reporters' Rights

....

..

(though I am really ;10t sure if that
was Ms. Ingrassia's intent). To
those, I can only offer the
suggestion that, for a longrepressed minority to gain acceptance, it must make itself seen
to the point of being obnoxious.
And even then, acceptance will
only come gradually.
In
conclusion,
your

"congratulations" amounted to a
pat on the back of the UNM
student body for not being as big a
bunch of bigots as was originally
feared.
This is a bit off the subject, but
thanks for exposing Jerry Apodaca
for the phony that he is. I hope the
students remember him on election
day.
Paul R. Findley

• jJ

MASTERS PROGRAM

Petroleum, Mining, Metalurgical
Engineering (Bachelors Degree in Physical
Science or Engineering)
*Research Institute
*Full Stipends
*'75 Graduate Salaries 815,000- 817,000
*Contact:
Dean or Gt•aduatc Stndics
New Mexico Institute or !Jiittiug
aud 1'ccltnology
Socorro,N.M.87801

.

We're
really a place
to see.

"... the real gas-mileage

champ:'-

Mike Ortiz

Notice
It is very important that those students with pre.,;chool children
contact the Office of Research and Consumer Affairs.
We need to know how many of you:
1) Would use the Day-Care Center at UNM if space were
available, and/or
2)Are using day-care facilities off campus?
Your response is vital if ASUNM is to accurately gauge the need
for expanded facilities here on campus.
Please write: ORCA (Attention: Jack Rockafellow). Aptivities
Center, New Mexico Union, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87131
or
contact Jack Rockafellow in the SUB, Rm. 248, 277-5605 (office
hours: M,W,F 2-5 p.m.)

So to . those who were brave
enough to offer verbal abuse while
surrounded by hundreds of happy
heterosexual athletic supporters, I
can only say that you are blind,
small minded, threatened victims of
your own darkness. There are Gay
football players, Gay coaches, Gay
doctors, lawyers, priests, firemen,
jet pilots, Army generals, husbands, mothers and shoe salesmen.
You have your booing cut out for
you.

HONDACVCC
Reports, America's mosT
product testing authority,
the Honda Civic for its excer>Tional gas mileage, low incidence
safe handling and low price.
compared to the more exVW Rabbit, G:R found that
got an average 4 miles-perbetter mileage.
drive a Honda Civic sedan, hat,cm1nr,~ or 5-door wagon today, We
you'll agree with the experts... it's
the world is coming to.

Janis Nichols

P. S. Our governor showed better taste by not coming at all.
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You can depend upon TSO to
fill your doctor's prescription
for glasses and contact lenses
to exact specifications.
TSO will comfortably and
fashionably fit your glasses.
Also TSO provides adjustments, repairs and replacement of lenses and frames.
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You'll like what you see at
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how you look at life.
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Hollywood movie Falls Flat on 'Hatd Times'

(;)
~

By Chris Belcher
T.be advertisement for "Hard
"tl Times," unlike most advertising
0 lines, pertains to the movie:
o "New Orleans, 1933. In those
~ days words didn't buy much."
H
With the point thus laid out,
one can understand why drifterol strongman Chaney, portrayed by
~ 'Charles Bronson with his snake
.~ eyes and electric larynx voice, ac~ ts as he does ... or at least this is
:2l what the promotion men seem to
:;t think.
As a matter of fact, however,
<15 although perhaps they are loyal
"' to the historical spirit of the first
~ year of Roosevelt's long reign,

a

z
ll..

Thursday

Les Biches
Directed by Claude Chabrol

Fri~ay

neither the advertisement nor
Chaney's tight lips is backed up
by
a
psychological
or
philosophical profundity.
To express the problem more
concisely: "Hard Times" is a
Hollywood movie.
When Jill Ireland, in the midst
of her monotonic performance
playing Olive Oyl to Bronson's
Chaney-Popeye (the only good
thing she brings to the film is a
bubble-bath fragility to contrast
with his steel wool roughness)
asks her man his reason for
fighting, he answers:
"There's no reason about it.
Just money." The reply satisfies
the audience.
Later, Ireland challenges
Chaney with the query: "All you
care about is money, isn't it?"
Chaney hesitates momentarily,
then delivers the following terse
clause to explain his reason for
existence: "You got any other
questions?"
What makes up for the intellectual superficiality of the
film and the mediocre performances of Ireland and James
Coburn (whose urbanity and

cultivation do not wear well on
the character of Speed, the unctuous small-time hustler who
manages Chaney's fight career)?
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The following features come
close to doing so: the dramatic
presence of Bronson; the interesting characters of kingpin
boxer Jim Henry and opiumaddicted Poe, the relative of
Edgar Allen who follows Speed
around and doctors fighters; the
bayou scenery and the view of
New Orleans in the depression-complete with jazz, gospel, Cajun
music, old cars and tenement
buildings; ;;md of course the fifteen minutes of fight scenes,
which indicate that Columbia Pictures has taken a lesson from
Bruce Lee on how to choreograph
hand-to-hand combat.
People who say very little are
usually either sagacious or
stupid. Since Chaney is obviously

'

not completely insensitive and
idiotic, one is supposed to conelude that his reticence--like that
of John Wayne, Paul Newman, or
Burt Reynolds in any one of their
roles--can be attributed to a
superior wisdom.
Perhaps one could introduce
Hart Crane's great metaphor of
America in support of this. If the
United States is thought of as a
female body with her breasts
being the two great mountain
ranges, the Mississippi being the

midline, and the swam'"'
ds of New Orleans
genitalia (Crane was a moz••lt,1K
then Chaney's travel south
"fat Tuesday" city takes on
status of the wise
pilgrimage return to the .
The narrow restriction of
boxing ring acts to intens'ilvlll
womb image, and the move
thward and away from the ·
at the e.nd of the movie oecome11
move back to the "head."

New Americon Wonts You
New America, a Review is now 'accepting submissions for
fall issue. Anyone interested should send their material to New
America, a Review, Humanities 322, Dept of American Studies,
UNM, Albuquerque (87131).
·
In honor of International Women's Year, the issue will con·
centrate on women as poets, businesswomen, family members,
in all capacities. The concentration will be on Southwesl
material, but all articles will be considered.
The Review is run by' graduate students and funding comes
from various sources. It is in its third year of publication,
three issues a year.
All interested people are invited to participate, 'not ·
scholarly types. The editors are hoping to attract people
don't usually submit material.
Submissions can be almost anything: diary excerpts, taped
terviews, essays, collective works, graphics of all kinds.
should have something to do with the theme and should be '
the office as soon as

Ortega Is Top Runner

."'~

z
Cll

running. It was a great feeling
and I hope to keep it up for the
rest of the season."
Ortega feels that the remainder of the schedule will be the
toughest for the team. The Lobos
host UTEP Nov. 1, then travel to
Laramie, Wyo, for the conference championship.
"Right now,nOrtega said, "the
team is all pointing towards
Laramie. What we have done this
season really does not matter
that much. The WAC cham-

Lionel Paces X-Country
Squad Against Kenyans
By Peter Madrid
This being his first year on the
cross-country team, Lionel
has built up quite a
'eptltat.ion as a top runnera junior, ran for a
Colorado when he was
frm;hrn1an, then sat out 'last year
UNM because of eligibility
. So far this season, Ortega
broken two meet records,
placed second and fourth in
other meets.
When asked about the LoboForce race, Ortega said,
though I broke their meet
, I did not run as strong as
should have. From the outset of
race, Faustino Salazar and I
the pack after the first mile.
then on, it was a duel betFaustino and I."

Columbia Pictures
presents Robert Altman's

Images

Starring Susannah York

"0
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Saturday

This was evident against Eastern
New Mexico as Bait passed Ortega, who was leading coming
down the stretch, at the tape,
The following weekend, Ortega
was confronted with more
Kenyans. This time they were
from WAC champs Texas-El
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Paso. Ortega said he felt good
before the race. "What messed
me up," Ortega said, "was that I
saw the UTEP runners cutting
across the flags that we were
supposed to be running in between, I stayed within the
markers then at the finish I saw
three Miner runners crossing the
tape. Even though I finished
fourth, Wilson Waigwa was the
only runner capable of beating
me."
Competing in what has been
his best race, the Arizona Invite,
Ortega said he ran the way he
should be running. Ortega said,
"After the first 100 yards, I felt I
could go faster than I have been

..

.

.

"

-

pionships is what really counts."
Ortega said Blair Johnson should,
be running on the same level as
he and Salazar. "Blair is a good
runner,' Ortega said, "and will
help the team out coming down
the stretch."
After the season is over, Ortega plans to train for the AAU
marathon held in Culver City,
Calif. From there, he hopes to
make the Olympic trials in
Eugene, Ore,
Ortega, a history major, does
not intend to pursue a
professional .,career in running.
Ortega said, "I just want to run
strictly at the amateur level and
concentrate on my studies."
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Thousands of frames
Pre-cut mats/Mat cutters
Mat Boards/Braquettes
Glare & Non-Glare Glass
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2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE
N.M, 87106
TELEPHONE (505)266-3211
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ACROSS FROMJOHNSON GVM
3600 4th St. at Candelerla
PHONE 344-5002
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You don1 havo to go back to tho counter to gotoome more

/Pack Papas' ·Expand
DOUBLe

EATURE

--------1

BADLANDS

The 50's Headllng Starkweather
Murders

STARTS FRIDAY

Scenes From
A Marriage~

MEAN
STREETS

New York's "LIHie Italy"
and the Guys who live·

Saturday 6:00 & 10:00
2:00

SUB Theatre
7 & 9 pm $1.00

6:00-9:50 MS
8:051ad
Sa1tr Sun Before 5 .. 99c

1 - - - 1 Cuild theatre ...._ ....
3405

Pepino's

central n.e. • 265-0220

Thursday October 24 _

Family Night With
Steve Parrot on Guitar
Dinner 6:30 - 8:30 No Cover
Friday 25 & Saturday 26 $100 Cover
FOREPLAY
Sunday 27 $100 Cover
Cadillac Bob's Blues Band
Tickets For Halloween Party With
Bo Diddley Available Each Night

Thunderbird Bar 867-9911

On Central

Features on undays Only

.''

UNM's "Pack Papas," 01ice associated only with the athletic department, has now expanded its services to include students from any
department of the university.
The idea of the "Pack Papas" is to allow freshmen, both men and
women, the opportunity to enjoy a home away from home. ~his is
done by inviting the participation of community family volunteers to
sponsor a student from the department of their choice.
Cleo Hughes, initiator of the two-year-old program, said the
program is "available to all students at the University, Students from
not only the Athletic Department, but also from the Anthropology
Department, the Music Department or-any department are invited to
part.icipate in the program.
"People can't say we're just doing favors for the athletes now," he
said.
The only requirement for the sponsor is to visit with his chosen
student at least once a month, Hughes said. "The Pack Papa can invite
him or her out to dinner, go to church together, just something," he
sai!l- "It's no big deaL"

Water•••elon Mountain Jug
Band
10 Central SE@®@~~~@~~~~~@®@@@
'

\
I

Lionel Ortega

Running against Mike Bait and
Kenyan companions, Ortega
a hard-fought race. Ortega
"When you run against
~~my1ms, you know they will let
start out fast then catch up
Jo~rarrl< the last and kick it in."

The Cultural Program Committee

.

rFil

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL

I

•'

Sew-it-yourself kits for:
Down lnsulaled clothing
Sleeping bogs
Tents
Packs
Rain gear
Bike Bags
and more ...

!tits
:tlnutdttitt Q!halrt
6307 Menaul N.E.

881-5223

Save 30%-50% over ready-mode equipment!

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Presents
An Extravaganza From the British Isles

SCOTLAND
ON PARADE
Saturday October 25 - 8:15 1>m
Tickets $7.00, $6.50, $6.00, $5.00, $4.00
UNM Undergraduates with Activity Cards
1/2 PRICE
Telephone 277-3121

I

I

:I
j

I
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t-

YALE & CENTRAL SEt Student preferred: One·
bdrm d~lux:e, $160, Two-bdrm $200. 268-0525.
10/30

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

,...,

O>

cO

C<l
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5.

Itatcs: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five .or mdre
consecutive days with no changes, nine cents per word per day, !no refunds If cancelled
before five insertions). CJasoJiied advertisements must be paid in advance,

.g
t3

0

0

.g

Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Cla~smed Advertising, UNM Box. 20 •

....<

~ '""~t•erque,

N.M.

87131.

~
·~ h---------------------------~

A 1.

PERSONALS

0

.~ PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·
~ _dswhocareat·BirthrighL247-9819.
tfn

~ TAROT PALM !~CHING readings, 30()7 Central

~

:;:Q)

z

00

MARYKAY, I love you. E.E.

10/23

SENSIBLE TRANSPORTATION gels 200 mpg:
Quiet, European motorbieycles $385. First 15
1027
buyers $15 orr, 256-7285.

WANT TO RENT garage near earn pus Cor ear
storage, 277-5287.
10/30

2. LOST & FOUND
LOST: Ring setting with square turqli'OiSeSion8
in center. Ann, 255·1936.
10/27
FOUND: MECHANICAL PENCIL, Mitchell Hall:
10121
Rm 110, Call256-3479 alter 7:00pm,
FOUND: 2 month old •female kitten, white
w/gray, 200 block Stanford. 266-4664.
10/27
LOST: Gold wire rim glasses, Ortega
6122.

HaiC 266~
10/30

FREE GENTLE SHEPARD cross female pup in •
need of good home. Tom 292·0423.
10/30

SERVICES

UNIV-ERSITY OF

NEW AND USED BALLOONS. Certified in.
structlon & coordination or group purchases. For
10/27
information wrJte P.O. Box: 25026,87125,

NEW MI:XICO

,_~~

IN ALI3UGl,UERQUE, NEW ME.XICO
.

ALL SEAT.5 RESERVED: $6.50 (5.50 .5TUDENT5)
$5.00

~--~

GREAT DEAL/20" color TV for less than most
used E&W's/good condition/ keep cat:ing
266·3833.
10/30

10-SPEEO AI~UM ALLOY- franlC Ccntrepull
brakes, excellent, make offer, 243-9747, 883·1020.
10/23

3.

•
Case for Exceptional 1n
Court

NECCHI ZIGZAG '75 closeout. Buttonholes
blindhcms, embroiders. $39 or 10 payments of
$4.00, 262·0637.
11/14

LOST: White sweater. Geology lecture Hall.
Reward. 821-6222.
10/23

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTH.USIAST, studentsT
C~stom black·and·whlte processing printing,
Ftne·grain or pushprocessing of film. Contact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality ~nla.rgcmcn·
ts, mounting, etc:. Advice, I( asked. Call 265-2444
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
trn
PASSPORT! IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prJces in lown,;,Fae:t, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
206·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd N.E,
WILL TYPE PAPEifS. Call-Kim 265-3292.

11/4

WEDDING INVITATION & Photography at low
crut. Creative Services 299-7930.
10/23
WANTED 15 to 24 month old Infants to part!·
c:ipate in study of how babies learn. For 1more in·
(ormation caU Dr. Harniek weekdays at the Psy10/27
chology Dopt. UNM 277-4209.
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frauenglass, Editorial Consultant. 344·8344.
10/27
EXPERIENCED T1PJST. Manuscripts, thesis,
10/23

di.~sertations, 50c per page. 345-3288, .

NIKKORMAT SLR with 50mm F2 lens like new
10/29
$195,842-8517 evenings.
1969 PLY., VS, AT, AC, PS, new battery, Need;
some body work. $650. 298-0040after 6 p.m. 10/23
FREE MALE PUPPY, half German Shepher, baH
St. Bernard. Big, Oulry, aftectionnte. 256-3505
days: 243-6591 evenings.
10/23
LEARN TO FLY--Hang glider; harnessi
lessons-complete package $326, Jay 265·9472,
Dave 292·0459.
10/29

A.:S. U. N. M.

POPULAR ENTERTAlNMENT COMMllTEE

•

PRE~ENT ....

6. EMPLOYMENT
?ART TIME JQ_~uate student,_s only. A!·
ternoon & eV(>nlngs. Must. be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls ple2se. Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomn.s NE. 5516 Menaul NE. 10/23
DRUMMER WANTED £or metal guitar trio.
Must be hot and nasty and willing to trnve1, 266·
2127.
10/29

7.

'l'll.AVEL

REDUCED AtRFARE to LA lor Thanksgiving.
Call242·2107.
1023

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM se1ectrtc. Guar·
anteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·7147.
10/24

FOR RENT

SHARE HOUSE with graduate students. Near
UNM $60 plus utilities. 842-0265 after 6:00. 10/24
SMALL APT 1 4 blocks !rom UNM, ys.rd,
10/29
$120/mo., all utilities paid,831·2080.
EFFICIENCY COTTAGE $90 mcmth, utilities
paid; 508 5th St. SW. 266-1402/842-6162 a!ter 5:30
p.m.
10/29

K&B

. Music & Appliance Co.
4516 Central SE

Phone ·255·7575 .. Guitars
Harmonicas ...Music. Books .
Conn Organs .. Pianqs· ·• TV's
Current LP Records & Albums
at discount prices- $3.00 & up

..

Magnovox "MX" .High
Compliance Stereo Component
Syste~s • ln·Store Financing

·''!'

·!

,,
I'

Police Combat Thefts
Of Bicycles at UNM

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San
Pedro SE.265-0335. Color TVs, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios, install Burglar alarms.
lOO.b discount for students with 10. Qu:ck service.
UsedTVs (or sale.
11/5

4.

By John Feldman
said her group has "no criticism of the current
The complaint in the case of the class action
special education programs in the state, nothing
suit on behalf of exceptional children vs. the
but praise, but we need more."
State of New Mexico was presented to Federal
She said SCEC "is backing the suit on behalf
Dist. Judge Howard C. Bratton Tuesday morof New Mexico parents because only token funds
ning.
have been channeled into the school system for
The plaintiffs are five organizations for exexceptional children.
ceptional children and 20 children. One of their
attorneys, Charles P. Reynolds, of the
Albuquerque law firm of Ortega, Dixon, Snead
and Hanna said this is an equal protection case
similar to race·discrimination cases of recent
years.
In addition to the equal protection claim and 10
other counts in the complaint, the complaint contains the claim that the constitutional rights of
exceptional
children (those children who are
Lobo photo
Jovan Djuric
physically or mentally handicapped, children
with learning and behavior problems, particularly bright children or any child that
requires special educational programs) are not
being met.
Among 88 defendants named in the suit are
the Governor, the members of the State Board of
Prof. Jovan Djuric has filed a have been coached (during the Education, the State Department of Education,
with the Bernalillo recess) to request the change of the Superintendent of Public Instruction and
ounty District Attorney his previous statement ...
members of ten New Mexico school district boarthat the Academic
ds.
The Albuquerque Public School District is
"(Then) Cohen shouted at me
;reedom and Tenure Committee and ordered that the entire in- one of those included as a defendant.
tampered with the recor- cident be stricken off the recorEstimates place the number of children in need
of his termination hearing last ds.
of special education programs at about 40,000 in
"The transcript of the hearing New Mexico .
According to Djuric's com· does not contain the records of
Reynolds, a former Daily LOBO staff member,
said
general appropriations acts of the past two
.~.\
'"""'•"" incident in which fellow that incident."
engineering Prof. Ah·
Erteza and Fink were not im- sessions of the state legislature set a ceiling on
Erteza allegedly changed his mediately available for comment. budgets for special education programs. The
Judy Smith
.-"""'""Y was missing from the Cohen and committee member plaintiffs feel that this goes against the intent of
®"ansc:riolts recently released.
"These children are exceptional in the sense
Marshall Nason said they could State Senate Bill 14, passed in 1972, which was
Djuric outlines the complaint not recall the incident well disigned to provide an education for all ex- they need a school experience different from
most kids," she said.
a 33·page appeal of the FTC's enough to comment, although ceptional children in the state by 1977.
One
of
the
five
organizations
sponsoring
the
'!le1:isi'1m to terminate him:
At present, many severly handicapped
Nason said "he was sure nothing
class action suit is the UNM student chapter of children have to be sent away from home and
"... on April 25, 1975 .•. while irregular had occurred."
JlSflOncting to questioning by AFDjuric said he has supplied the . the New Mexico Federation of Councils for Ex- enrolled in costly programs at the parents' exmember Prof. Myron Fink, district attorney with one wit- ceptional Children (SCEC) which is part of a pense, she said. The UNM SCEC participated in
Ahmed Erteza . . . ad· ness to the event, Michael national group concerned with exceptional a conference on special education held in
Albuquerque yesterday in which the litigation on
that Djuric's research · Kelley, who reportedly filed a children.
Judy Smith, a member of the SCEC at UNM, behalf of exceptional children was discussed.
and is as good as it ever was, sta tern en t last Friday.
that opinion on the basis
latest
extensive
ll.liblicalti'<m in the Journal of ApPhysics ...
"Continuing in the same vein
apparently caught in a canmoment, and considering that
By Joe Donnelly
l'a<:hmtg is a much simpler task
Bicycle thefts are on the rise at UNM this year. From January to
production of an exSeptember of this year, 124 bicycles valued at $15,196 have been
"'"""'e research paper on a very
stolen as compared to 104 bicycles valued at $10,961 for 1974.
troversial subject, Erteza
To combat this, UNM Campus Police will register and engrave
. Social Security numbers on bicycles from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday,
stated that Djuric's present
fa•chirtg was and is as good as
Oct. 27 and Wednesday, Oct. 29 at the Police and Parking Services
'
building.
Then, the complaint said the
BobRaymond, detective of Campus Police, said students should
requested a recess
bring their bicycle serial number and student ID.
change the paper in her tranSince 1971, 689 bicycles valued at $70,564 have been stolen from
machine.
UNM. The most thefts were made in 1972, 216 bikes, and the lowest
to the witness
was 85 in '73.
that recess, Erteza
Operation Identification (bicycle engraving) and surveillance of a
requested the·
fenced-in bicycle parking lot behind Carlisle Gym contributed to the
his previous
cutdown.
pertaining to Djuric's
The bike lot was discontinued months later when bike riders
teaching, alleging after
refused to use the area. Failure of the project was attributed to
people not knowing about it.
e recess~~:t ~~~~:c·sb~~es~~~
The 428 bike capacity lot is still intact today, without surveillance,
the change of his
but only 25 to 50 people use it daily.
statement pertaining to
Raymond said students should lock their bikes in bike racks. He
research."
said bikes locked to fire hydrants, blue railings for the handicapped,
Djuric said he immediately
stairways or blockin·g exits can be confiscated by police .
that the record show
He said the best way to prevent bicycle theft is to park it in an active
area which can be observed from windows. If you bring the bike
"The~s~~~i~~;~e(octt~negAe.FTC,
on
campus
at night, park it in a well-lighted area.
by Migu('] Gandl'rl
) Cohen asked me the
He said to use a thick, hardened chain, a tightly wound stainless
Truman Capote spoke to a packed house at Popejoy
for my request, and I
steel cable or both with a case-hardened lock with a shaft of at least
Hall Wednesday night. See related story on p.6.
that witness Erteza must
(Continued on page 3)

juric Says Records
Hearing Altered

TWO UNIFORMS, new size 8·10. Go-cart, $25.
298·7065.
10/30

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dee. 6. p·;~:
pare now, cn.ll Professionnl Educators o! Now
11/14
Mexico, Im:. 255·4050.

!

Children's Education in Question

CLOSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo
Hi Fidelity equipment 40, 50% off. All reasonable
offers accepted. Quality Storeo1 3105 Central NE,
256·3505.
U/14

LEVI'S BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
~en'S Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243·6954. tfn

I

I

LIKE NEW SET Britanntea Encyclopedias, $100.
243-5447 home, 277-2409 ofriee. 955 Buena Vista
10/24
SE, Apt L211.

LOST: Large white Samoyd-Mnlamute cross !rom
409 Vassar SE on 10/14. Reward Cor return.
Please call292·0444.
10/30

1

I

II

AM/FM S-track recorder with nil the goodies.
11/14
,$9.86 per month, 256·3505.

ACCURATE HA~D-DRAWN birth horoscopC,'
$4.0.0. Interp.rct.at10ns, $15, Unique birthday,
Chr1slmas gift. Professional Astr())oger, Bill
No~ Dartmouth SE, 268·0247,
10/30

Petitions for ASUNM Election Nov. 12 due today at 4
p.m. in rm. 242, SUB.

Friday, October 24, 1975

J2o

EXCELLENT TRANSPORTATii:iN
mpg.1973 Hodaka 100B motorcycle. Extras. $225/of·
Ccr. 294-5419.
10/23

"'

DAILY

WATER TRIPS, Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, '3407
Central NE, 268-8455.
12/4

10/30

I

New Mexico

20 PORTABLE TV's $30·$60. 441 Wyoming NE.
21i!1·5987.
.
10/23
NEW MEXICO'S DICYCIJE touring center.
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking eqUipment. Trail Haus Cyclery, 1031
San Mateo SE, 256-9190.
Un
""BIC'YCLE,';S;-_~L-ow-e-st~pr.~io-.,-a-n-;d-;la-r-go~s-t-,.-:,,-,-tio'-n
of the finest European makes. Gitnnes $115; Bartins $165. Extra large bicycles for men over 6'4",
Complete 10·speed adjustment $10. R.C. Hal.lett's
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE.
843·11278.
tfn

NE, Room 8. See Bonnie 255-6642.

Q)
KELLY WE REMEMBERED! Happy BD The
0.0 Phi Mu Twins.
lo/23
!l-. NICK You probably just eat their NY Style
ehoosecake for 50c-cheapskate. Mary,
10/23
ACTORS. If you have talent, the World to kno-wwe have the place.,. Call Toby 296-7555.
10/24

'

FORSALE

SLICK
nAtUL
KANTNER
t""H

MAR JV 6A I IN
FIRST ALeuaOERQUE APPEA~NCE

2
I
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERClUE, N.M.
ALL SEAT~ RESERVED: .6.50 ( .5.50 ~TUOENT~)
au
$5.oo.
......,p
AVAil-ABLE AT: ALOOQUERQUE TICKET A6ENCY II'{
CORONApO CENTER, GOI.DSrREET CIRCUS, I'WURAL SOONDli,
ALL RAMS STORts, CANDYMAN- SANTA ff AND THE S.U. f>.
!!lOll OFFIC£, 1'0\ fUJmiER IN~TION: 277, 3711
I'ROOUCEP &Y fUN PRIOOUCTIONS/ A Dt>.VID I'ORE:sT
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